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Juveniles sometimes learn behaviors that they cease to express as adults. Whether the adult brain retains a record of experiences
associated with behaviors performed transiently during development remains unclear. We addressed this issue by studying neural
representations of song in swamp sparrows, a species in which juveniles learn and practice many more songs than they retain in their
adult vocal repertoire. We exposed juvenile swamp sparrows to a suite of tutor songs and confirmed that, although many tutor songs were
imitated during development, not all copied songs were retained into adulthood. We then recorded extracellularly in the sensorimotor
nucleus HVC in anesthetized sparrows to assess neuronal responsiveness to songs in the adult repertoire, tutor songs, and novel songs.
Individual HVC neurons almost always responded to songs in the adult repertoire and commonly responded even more strongly to a tutor
song. Effective tutor songs were not simply those that were acoustically similar to songs in the adult repertoire. Moreover, the strength of
tutor song responses was unrelated to the number of times that the bird sang copies of those songs in juvenile or adult life. Notably, several
neurons responded most strongly to a tutor song performed only rarely and transiently during juvenile life, or even to a tutor song for
which we could find no evidence of ever having been copied. Thus, HVC neurons representing songs in the adult repertoire also appear to
retain a lasting record of certain tutor songs, including those imitated only transiently.

Introduction
Adult behaviors are often learned during a juvenile sensitive pe-
riod, indicating the brain contains a lasting record of early expe-
rience (Knudsen, 2004). Sometimes, however, a juvenile learns
more behaviors than are retained in its adult repertoire (Marler,
1991; Locke, 1993). Although such “exuberant” juvenile learning
can influence adult performance on perceptual tasks (Tees and
Werker, 1984; Geberzahn et al., 2002), the discrete neuronal
representation of such lasting experience is poorly understood.
Conversely, although the lasting neuronal effects of sensory de-
privation and other forms of aberrant early experience are well
documented (Hubel and Wiesel, 1965; Fox, 1992; Knudsen,
1998), whether these persistent effects resemble the lasting effects
of experience associated with natural forms of exuberant learning
is uncertain. Resolving how the adult brain encodes experience
associated with behaviors performed only transiently during de-
velopment can benefit from studying animals that display exu-
berant juvenile learning.

During a juvenile sensitive period, songbirds memorize one or
more tutor songs that they gradually learn to imitate through
vocal rehearsal (Catchpole and Slater, 1995). In some songbird
species, including swamp sparrows, juveniles learn to produce

many acoustically distinct songs, some of which they subse-
quently discard, yielding a much smaller adult repertoire (Marler
and Peters, 1982a, 1988). This developmental progression pro-
vides a powerful context in which to examine whether the adult
brain contains a record of experience associated with transiently
performed behaviors (Geberzahn et al., 2002).

A potential challenge to this examination is locating neurons
that might contain such a lasting record. Songbirds possess a
network of brain nuclei specialized for song learning, perfor-
mance, and perception (Nottebohm et al., 1976). Within this
“song system,” the telencephalic nucleus HVC is a site where
motor and auditory representations of song merge. HVC neu-
rons display song motor-related activity and also can be excited
by auditory presentation of the bird’s song (McCasland and Konishi,
1981; Margoliash, 1986; Yu and Margoliash, 1996; Mooney et al.,
2001; Hahnloser et al., 2002; Prather et al., 2008). Furthermore,
HVC receives auditory input from the caudal portion of the me-
sopallium (Bauer et al., 2008), a region implicated in song mem-
ories and perception (Bolhuis and Gahr, 2006). These features
suggest HVC may contain a lasting record of songs experienced
and copied during juvenile development but not retained in the
adult repertoire.

To identify songs that were learned and performed only tran-
siently, we tutored juvenile swamp sparrows using a suite of
swamp sparrow songs and extensively recorded each bird’s juve-
nile and adult singing. We then anesthetized those birds and
recorded extracellular responses in HVC to playback of songs in
the bird’s adult repertoire, tutor songs, and novel swamp sparrow
songs. In addition to responding to songs in the adult repertoire,
HVC neurons commonly responded even more robustly to tutor
songs that had served as models for songs performed only tran-
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siently during juvenile life. Effective tutor songs were not simply
those that were acoustically similar to songs in the adult’s reper-
toire, suggesting HVC retains a lasting record of experience asso-
ciated with behaviors performed only transiently during juvenile
life.

Materials and Methods
All experiments were performed in compliance with federal regula-
tions governing the capture and use of wild birds and in accordance
with protocols regarding housing and procedure that were approved
by the Duke University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Subjects. We collected swamp sparrows as nestlings from Crawford
County, Pennsylvania, and raised them by hand in the laboratory in a
large sound isolation room (Marler and Peters, 1988) (N � 6 male birds
collected May 31, 2007; average age at time of collection, 5 d after hatch).
Beginning at 18 d after hatch, birds were given seed and water ad libitum,
and hand-feeding was continued as necessary until each bird was feeding
completely independently (�22 d after hatch). Throughout their time in
the laboratory, the birds experienced a varying photoperiod that was
changed weekly to emulate the natural photoperiod. The seasonal pro-
gression of song development in the birds studied here followed the
pattern observed in previously studied laboratory-raised swamp spar-
rows (Marler and Peters, 1982c) (Fig. 1 A).

Presentation of song stimuli to juvenile birds. Beginning at �6 d after
hatch, all birds were tutored with the same set of 21 different swamp
sparrow songs. As part of a learning experiment designed to investigate
the influence of variety on song learning and perception, which is not
relevant to the present analysis, we presented two exemplars each [one
“high-performance” and one “low-performance,” defined by Ballentine
et al. (2004) and DuBois et al. (2009)] from seven different song type
categories and one song exemplar from an additional seven song type
categories. There was no difference between the observed distribution of
song types that birds eventually performed in crystallized song and the
expected distribution among the three groups of stimuli (seven uniquely
presented song types, seven high-performance variants, seven low-

performance variants; � 2 � 1.9, p � 0.05), in-
dicating that the set of songs that each bird
imitated was not affected by the tutoring regi-
men. Model songs were selected from record-
ings of male birds in the same breeding
population from which the nestlings were col-
lected, and we intentionally chose songs that
were acoustically distinct from each other (Fig.
1 B) (quantified in Results) to ensure that we
could unambiguously identify the songs that
served as models for the young birds’ imita-
tion. Training songs were presented in 3 min
bouts of a single song type played once every
10 s, with 1 min of silence between each bout
(Marantz PMD 660 Recorder and Acoustic Re-
search Powered Partners Speaker), comparable
with the rate of natural singing in the wild.
Over a training period of 12 weeks, the 21 bouts
were played once in the morning and once in
the afternoon and were presented in a random
order that changed every week (June 1, 2007
through August 23, 2007). This period spans
the sensory phase of swamp sparrow song
learning during which birds memorize the
songs that they will later recall and sing as
adults (Marler and Peters, 1988) (Fig. 1 A).
Swamp sparrows are seasonal in their singing
behavior, with robust singing occurring only
during the spring and early summer, and
songs that birds learn during the juvenile
sensory period are stored in memory without
rehearsal until the following winter when the
birds begin to sing (Marler and Peters, 1981)
(Fig. 1 A).

Documenting song development. To document the birds’ song develop-
ment, we recorded each bird in an individual sound isolation chamber
(Industrial Acoustics; Shure SM-57 microphone; Edirol USB Audio Cap-
ture UA-1000; Sound Analysis Pro software; songs digitized at 44,100
Hz) on a weekly basis beginning at �250 d of age (recordings began the
first week of February 2008) (Fig. 1 A), and we visually identified all songs
that were recorded. Subsong, a form of singing in which sound produc-
tion is so variable that no stereotyped features, and thus no evidence of
vocal imitation, can be detected (Marler and Peters, 1982c), was first
recorded in the end of February. Each bird was recorded intensively
(once per week for a period of 23.6 � 0.3 contiguous hours per week) to
generate a detailed record of the bird’s vocal development from subsong
through the emergence of identifiable syllables, a stage called “plastic
song” (Marler, 1956; Marler and Peters, 1982b,c), to the expression of
trills of stereotyped syllables, which is the “crystallized song” that typifies
adult behavior (Marler and Peters, 1982c) (Fig. 1 A). Although these
methods leave open the possibility that a song type sung extremely rarely
and intermittently may have been missed by our recording paradigm, we
sampled far more examples of plastic song per bird (1822 � 485 songs per
bird) than were typically necessary to define the total repertoire of song
types that each bird produced during plastic song (397 � 240 songs per
bird) (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemen-
tal material). These data support our assertion it is likely that song types
that were never detected in our recordings of a particular bird were never
performed by that bird.

To determine which training songs were imitated throughout the de-
velopment of each bird’s vocal repertoire, spectrograms of each bird’s
plastic and crystallized vocalizations were compared against spectro-
grams of the tutor songs that had been heard during sensory learning.
The syllables that define different song types are clearly distinguishable
(Fig. 1 B), and those differences are typically evident even in plastic song
(see Fig. 2 A), enabling reliable classification of a vocalization as an imi-
tation of a certain tutor song type. The average spectrographic cross-
correlation among all pairwise comparisons of tutor syllables was 0.34 �
0.01 (mean � SE). The average cross-correlation between the seven pairs

Figure 1. Swamp sparrows heard tutor songs only during juvenile development. A, During the sensitive period of their first year
of life, swamp sparrows memorize the songs they later recall and perform as adults, and those songs are stored in memory until the
birds begin to sing in the following year (Marler and Peters, 1981) (top). In this study (bottom), nestlings were collected from the
wild at �5 d of age and tutored in the laboratory using 21 conspecific songs (“tutor” songs). Each bird’s vocalizations were
documented during sensorimotor song development (“subsong” and “plastic” song) and beyond vocal maturation (“crystallized”
song). After each bird’s auditory and vocal life history had been documented, adult birds were anesthetized and neural responses
to song stimuli were recorded. B, Tutor songs consisted of trilled multinote syllables (open boxes; song duration, �2 s; truncated
for clarity) that were distinct in their spectrotemporal structure.
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of tutor songs for which two variants were presented was higher (0.49 �
0.06), as would be predicted, but those variants were sufficiently distinct
that the birds’ performances could be reliably identified as copies of one
or the other song variant in each pair.

Neurophysiological recordings. We performed electrophysiological ex-
periments after the birds were fully adult and had been singing crystal-
lized songs for at least 6 weeks (�400 d of age; all experiments performed
between June 11, 2008 and July 24, 2008; each bird’s vocal behavior was
recorded intensively from the first week of February 2008 through the
first week of June, encompassing an average of 6.5 weeks of crystallized
song). The set of acoustic stimuli for each bird consisted of digitized
recordings of all of the song types in the bird’s commonly performed (see
below) adult repertoire (“adult repertoire” songs), a large number of
songs that the bird had been tutored with during its sensitive phase
(“tutor” songs), and a set of novel songs that were recorded from adult
males of the population from which the nestling birds had been collected
but to which the birds had not been exposed previously (“novel” songs).
Because of technical and practical constraints on the number of song
stimuli that could be tested for each cell (�1 h to test each cell), not all
tutor songs were tested in every cell, but each cell was tested with all of the
commonly performed song types in the bird’s adult repertoire, at least 14
of the 21 tutor songs that the bird had experienced during development
(15.9 � 0.8 tutor songs per cell), and at least 6 novel songs (7.0 � 0.2
novel songs per cell; mean � SE). Although each bird was presented with
some or all of the same set of novel songs, the set of tutor songs varied
across individuals to ensure that most tutor songs that the bird had
imitated at any stage of development were included in its stimulus set.

A detailed account of anesthetic and electrophysiological methods has
been published previously (Mooney et al., 2001). Briefly, birds were anes-
thetized with 20% urethane (120 �l, i.m.), and a steel post was glued to
the skull to fix the bird in a stereotaxic device. All recordings were per-
formed inside a sound-attenuating chamber (Industrial Acoustics) on a
vibration isolation table (TMC), and the bird was warmed using an elec-
tric blanket (Harvard Apparatus). A small craniotomy was made over the
target structure [nucleus HVC; abbreviation used as a proper noun
(Jarvis et al., 2005)], and the dura was retracted with a fine insect pin. A
hydraulic microdrive (Soma Scientific) was used to lower an extracellular
electrode (Carbostar-1; Kation Scientific) to the recording site, and ex-
tracellular voltage was amplified (A-M Systems), bandpass filtered (500
Hz to 5 kHz), digitized (10 kHz), and stored onto a hard drive (National
Instruments; software written by M. Rosen, F. Livingston, and R. Balu,
Duke University, Durham, NC). HVC neurons could be distinguished
from the surrounding structures by the pattern of their intrinsic dis-
charge and their responses to auditory stimuli, and all recording loca-
tions were verified histologically at the end of each experiment. The
auditory response of a neuron was tested if its action potential was of
sufficient size to permit reliable discrimination and sorting, regardless of
whether the neuron responded to playback of any song in the adult
repertoire. Twenty iterations of each song stimulus, delivered once every
6 – 8 s, were presented at 70 dB (RMS, A-weighting) through a speaker
placed 20 cm away directly in front of the bird.

Data analysis: neurophysiological activity. The fact that song develop-
ment studies with wild sparrows take in excess of a full year to complete
required that we collect as much data as possible during the terminal
electrophysiological experiment for each bird. Therefore, we chose to
sample multiunit data and later sort action potentials into records of
single-unit activity based on waveform characteristics [WaveClus
(Quiroga et al., 2004)]. Experience has taught us, however, that it can be
difficult to reliably discriminate the action potentials of more than two
units in the same recording. Therefore, we attempted to sample data in
which action potentials from only one or two units were clearly distin-
guishable. Discrimination of individual neurons was verified by the pres-
ence of a refractory period in the interspike interval histogram for each
cell (no intervals �1 ms), a technique that we have used successfully to
discriminate the activity of individual neurons in HVC of swamp spar-
rows (Prather et al., 2008). Peristimulus time histograms (10 ms bin size)
were constructed for the response of each cell to each stimulus, and
paired t tests were used to assess whether the suprathreshold responses of
the neuron to song differed significantly from the baseline firing rate

(response strength; the same duration of response and baseline condi-
tions was used to compare the response to each stimulus in each cell). The
song in the bird’s adult repertoire that evoked the strongest significant
response in each cell was deemed the “strongest adult song type” for that
cell. Thus, for each cell, there was one strongest adult song type, but
different cells within the same bird could respond most strongly to dif-
ferent songs in the bird’s adult repertoire, consistent with our previous
findings on this species (Prather et al., 2008).

The response of each cell to its strongest adult song type was used as a
standard for comparing the responses of that cell to tutor and novel
songs. The selectivity of a given neuron for the strongest adult song type
versus other stimuli was measured using the psychophysical metric d�, a
value that compares the relative strengths of two responses, accounting
for both the difference between the means and the variance present in
each response (Green and Swets, 1966; Mooney et al., 2001). The values
of d� can be either positive or negative, and a positive value in the present
calculations indicates a greater response to the strongest adult song type
than to the test stimulus being compared. A d� value of �0.7 was used as
the criterion for identifying responses to the strongest adult song type
that were significantly greater than the response to the test stimulus
(Green and Swets, 1966; Mooney et al., 2001), and a d� value of less than
�0.7 indicated responses that were significantly greater to the test stim-
ulus than to the strongest adult song type. Numbers of cells and numbers
of birds are reported, and all statistical comparisons of neurophysiolog-
ical data are based on the number of cells unless otherwise noted.

Data analysis: comparison of acoustic features among song stimuli. We
observed that individual neurons responded to multiple song stimuli (see
Results). Interpreting this finding required that we resolve whether a
given cell was responding to multiple acoustically distinct songs, or
whether that cell was responding to a particular acoustic feature that was
shared across multiple songs. Because swamp sparrow songs consist of a
syllable that is trilled many times with very high stereotypy (Marler and
Peters, 1982c), the spectrotemporal structure of a song can be repre-
sented by the structure of a representative syllable. Following the com-
parisons made in our analysis of neurophysiological data, we focused our
analysis of the acoustic features of songs that evoked significant responses
in a given cell (“effective” stimuli) versus the songs that failed to elicit a
significant response in the same cell (“ineffective” stimuli) using the
strongest adult song type of the cell as a standard for comparison. We
used pairwise spectrographic cross-correlation to compare the acoustic
structure of the strongest adult song type versus all effective stimuli, and
we compared that same strongest adult song type versus all ineffective
stimuli (Signal for Windows sound analysis software; Engineering De-
sign; sampling rate, 44,100 Hz; 256 pt fast Fourier transform) (for more
information regarding spectrographic correlation, see Clark et al., 1987;
Nowicki et al., 2002). We also performed the same comparisons using a
dynamic time warping algorithm as an additional means of assessing
spectrographic similarity [Luscinia; http://luscinia.sourceforge.net
(Lachlan et al., 2010)]. These comparisons allowed us to ask whether
acoustic similarity could account for the responses of an individual neu-
ron to multiple song types by testing whether the set of effective stimuli
were more like the strongest adult song type than the ineffective stimuli
in each cell.

We also considered that, even though the strongest adult song type was
a very efficacious stimulus in a given cell, there might also exist another
stimulus that could drive the cell even more strongly and could thus serve
as a better standard for comparing acoustic features of effective and
ineffective stimuli. Therefore, we repeated the previously described com-
parisons of effective and ineffective stimuli, but in this instance we com-
pared those stimuli using as a standard the stimulus that drove the
strongest response in the cell, even if that maximally efficacious stimulus
was not part of the bird’s repertoire of commonly produced adult songs.
Finally, we also considered that the spectrotemporal features shared by
two syllables might not span the entire syllable and thus could be ob-
scured in our comparisons between full syllables. Therefore, we further
compared each individual note in the syllable of the strongest adult song
type (or other reference standards described above) against all other
notes in every other syllable. As before, we compared the acoustic simi-
larity between the standard and the set of effective stimuli versus the
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similarity between the standard and the set of ineffective stimuli. To-
gether, these comparisons of syllables and individual notes allowed us to
address whether or not the activity of a given neuron represented respon-
siveness to multiple acoustically distinct songs.

Results
Juvenile song repertoires undergo overproduction
and attrition
Previous studies of song learning in swamp sparrows show that
the transition from acoustically variable “plastic” juvenile song to
highly stereotyped adult song, a process referred to as “song crys-
tallization,” is also marked by a pronounced reduction in the
number of song types in an individual’s repertoire (Marler and
Peters, 1982a,c). Consistent with this previous work, we found
that our subjects produced clearly recognizable imitations of five
times as many tutor song types in their juvenile repertoire of
plastic songs (Fig. 2A–C) (N � 12.8 � 1.2 song types) than they
did in their adult repertoire of commonly produced crystallized
songs (Fig. 2A–C) (N � 2.5 � 0.2 song types; mean � SE; range
of N plastic song types per bird, 9 –18; range of song types in each
bird’s adult repertoire, 2–3). During the plastic song phase, all
juveniles studied here imitated only a subset of tutor songs to
which they were exposed, and all songs that became part of the
adult crystallized repertoire were sung previously in some form of
plastic song, consistent with previous results (Marler and Peters,
1982c) (Fig. 2B; supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material). Thus, each bird’s developmental
history provided a natural categorization of tutor songs as those
that the bird (1) performed imitations during plastic song and
retained as part of its adult repertoire; (2) performed imitations
during plastic song but eliminated from its adult repertoire; and
(3) apparently never imitated, because those song types were
never detected in our record of the bird’s vocalizations (Fig. 2D).

Through the use of automated recording techniques (Tcher-
nichovski et al., 2000), we documented not only the commonly
produced crystallized songs that defined each bird’s adult reper-
toire but also the crystallized songs that were produced very
rarely. “Commonly performed” crystallized songs that defined
the adult repertoire constituted 99.0 � 0.4% (mean � SE) of all
crystallized performances by each bird (N � 15 song types, 6
birds; 1991 � 207 performances during the crystallized period of
each song type in the adult repertoire), whereas “rarely per-
formed” crystallized songs constituted only 1.0 � 0.4% of all
crystallized songs sung (N � 11 rare song types from five birds;
1.8 � 0.7 rare song types per bird; the 1.0 � 0.4% of songs sung
referred to above translates in real numbers to 18 � 9 perfor-

Figure 2. Juvenile swamp sparrows develop their adult song repertoire through a process of
juvenile overproduction and attrition. A, Songs performed during development were classified

4

as juvenile subsong (top), juvenile plastic song (middle), or adult crystallized song [bottom left,
songs from the same bird depicted in each panel; developmental criteria defined by Marler and
Peters (1982a)]. Because imitation of tutor songs could be discerned in plastic and crystallized
songs (gray boxes indicate similar syllables), those songs were further characterized as plastic or
crystallized performances of the bird’s copy of the corresponding tutor song (bottom right). B, C,
Vocal maturation was characterized by a reduction in the number of distinct song types that a
bird performed each day (all 6 birds shown) (B) and an increasing proportion of crystallized
songs in the bird’s daily vocal output (C). The transition from the juvenile “plastic state” into the
adult “crystallized state” was defined as the first day on which the bird sang �80% of its daily
song output as crystallized songs (dotted horizontal line). This transition was typically rapid,
and production of predominantly crystallized songs persisted after crystallization (all 6 birds
shown). D, Each bird’s auditory and vocal life history could be summarized as a Venn diagram.
During development, each bird heard the same set of 21 tutor songs (outer circle), imitated only
a portion of those tutor songs in the juvenile state (middle circle), and retained only a subset of
those juvenile song types as its adult song repertoire (inner circle). All songs that were part of
the adult repertoire were also performed during juvenile learning.
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mances recorded; mean � SE). In the remainder of this paper, we
consider a bird’s adult repertoire to be the same as its repertoire of
“commonly produced” song types. There was no difference in the
quality of copying for commonly performed songs in the adult
repertoire (0.68 � 0.03) versus songs that were rarely performed
in adulthood (0.67 � 0.03; p � 0.80, spectrographic correlation
coefficient, t test).

This pattern of expressing both commonly performed and
rarely performed crystallized song types was also evident in an-
other cohort of swamp sparrows that we have raised by hand and
recorded in each of 5 consecutive years (N � 10 birds) (S. Peters,
unpublished data). The repertoires of those birds were extremely
stable across years, with all but one commonly performed song types
in one year also being commonly performed in subsequent years.
Among those 10 birds, 8 sang rarely performed song types (same
definition as above) during their first year (1.5 � 0.2 rare song types
per bird), and all of those song types identified as rare were detected
as rare song types in the following year (66% of rare songs de-
tected during the first year of song were also detected during the
fifth year). Furthermore, songs identified as rare song types in the
first year never became commonly performed repertoire songs in
subsequent years. Together, these observations strengthen our
categorization of crystallized song types into commonly per-
formed and rarely performed groups.

HVC neurons respond to playback of songs in the bird’s
adult repertoire
We used extracellular recordings in urethane-anesthetized adult
male swamp sparrows to characterize the auditory responses of
individual unidentified HVC neurons to playback of songs in the
bird’s adult repertoire, tutor songs that the bird heard only dur-
ing juvenile development, and novel swamp sparrow songs (Fig.
3A–D). In agreement with previous descriptions of HVC audi-
tory responses in wild-caught swamp sparrows (Mooney et al.,
2001; Prather et al., 2008, 2009), individual neurons were
strongly responsive to auditory presentation of one or more
songs in the bird’s adult repertoire (Fig. 3C). Significant increases
in activity were evoked by one or more adult songs in 20 of 23 cells
(six birds), 1 cell expressed no significant response to any adult
song type, and 2 cells significantly decreased their activity in re-
sponse to adult songs (two birds) (supplemental Fig. 2, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Furthermore,
the HVC neurons we sampled were uniformly more strongly
excited by forward than reverse playback of effective songs (Fig.
3C), confirming previous observations that HVC responses are
sensitive to the temporal sequence of acoustic features in the song
(Margoliash and Fortune, 1992; Lewicki and Konishi, 1995;
Lewicki, 1996).

Individual HVC neurons typically expressed significant re-
sponses to multiple song types in the adult repertoire. Sixteen of
20 cells (six birds) responded to the complete adult repertoire
(N � 2.5 � 0.2 songs), and on average cells responded to 2.25 �
0.14 songs (91 � 4% of the bird’s adult repertoire), a broad
selectivity that could reflect the sampling of particular cell types
[i.e., interneurons of urethane-anesthetized swamp sparrows
have previously been shown to respond to multiple song types
(Mooney et al., 2001)]. Although individual HVC neurons could
respond to multiple song types in the adult repertoire, each HVC
neuron responded more strongly to one adult song type than to
all others in the repertoire, which we refer to here as the strongest
adult song type for that cell (Fig. 3C) (see Materials and Meth-
ods). The identity of that strongest adult song type varied across
cells, but the responses of an individual neuron were consistent

Figure 3. HVC neurons respond robustly to songs in the adult repertoire. A, Electrophysio-
logical activity was recorded extracellularly from individual HVC neurons in anesthetized adult
male swamp sparrows (parasagittal schematic of the swamp sparrow brain showing the telen-
cephalic nucleus HVC and its auditory inputs, collectively represented as a dotted arrow). B,
Multiunit auditory responses (top) to presentation of song stimuli (bottom) was collected and
sorted off-line into records of single-unit activity [WaveClus (Quiroga et al., 2004)] (see Mate-
rials and Methods). C, As reported previously for HVC neurons in anesthetized swamp sparrows
(Mooney et al., 2001), HVC neurons responded robustly and selectively to songs in the adult
repertoire, with strong responses to forward playback of those songs (FWD, top) but little or no
response to reverse playback of the same songs (REV, bottom; peristimulus time histogram bin
size, 10 ms; song stimuli shown as oscillograms). D, Across the population of all HVC neurons
sampled in all birds, songs in the adult repertoire evoked stronger responses than the set of all
conspecific tutor and novel songs [mean d� value of Gaussian fit (solid line) � 0.48, p � 0.004,
Wilcoxon’s signed rank test, 20 cells, 6 birds; positive d� values indicate a stronger response to
the strongest adult song type (Mooney et al., 2001); the shaded region indicates d� values
between �0.7 and 0.7].
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Figure 4. Individual HVC neurons respond not only to songs in the adult repertoire but also to tutor songs. The same HVC neuron depicted in Figure 2B responded vigorously to both songs in the
adult repertoire (A) and tutor songs that the bird had heard during development (B, left) but not to novel songs (B, right; numbers in the top right indicate the number of times the bird performed
its copy of that tutor song and the percentage of those performances that occurred in the adult crystallized state). The robust representation of tutor songs, often the strongest response of a cell to
any stimulus [e.g., top left peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) in B], could be evoked by tutor songs that the bird sang only during the plastic state of song development (top left PSTH; N � 4 lifetime
performances; 0% in crystallized state). Notably, this response did not generalize across all songs that were sung in the juvenile state, as another tutor song that was also performed during juvenile
song was not effective in activating the cell (third left PSTH; N � 2 songs in plastic state). C, This panel shows the complete response profile of the cell depicted in A and B for all adult, tutor, and novel
song stimuli. The symbols indicate the role of the song in the bird’s life history as in Figure 2D; the dotted vertical line separates responses to tutor and novel songs; filled symbols, significant response
strengths; open symbols, responses that were not significant. D, Tutor songs commonly evoked responses that were significantly greater than the response of the same cell to songs in the adult
repertoire (defined as outside of the shaded region; N � 9 song types, 9 cells, 5 birds), but no such response was observed for novel songs. This difference likely reflects the relevance of tutor songs
in the bird’s life history (symbols indicate the role of the song in the bird’s life history as in Fig. 1E; dotted vertical line separates responses to tutor and novel songs; d���0.7 indicates significantly
stronger response to test stimulus; the shaded region indicates d� values considered not significantly different from zero; range, �0.7 and 0.7; responses to 20 HVC neurons shown). E, There was
no systematic difference in acoustic structure of tutor and novel songs, evident in the distribution of novel songs (bold italics) throughout this phenogram of the stimuli used in these experiments
(difference in acoustic structure is related to the distance between songs, analysis performed using custom software [Luscinia, http://luscinia.sourceforge.net; (Lachlan et al., 2010)]; adult repertoire
songs for each bird excluded).
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across repeated presentations of that song. Therefore, the stron-
gest adult song type for each cell was used as a standard for com-
paring the responses of that neuron to songs in the adult
repertoire versus other tutor and novel songs.

We examined the auditory responses of HVC neurons in our
laboratory-raised birds to determine whether those cells ex-
pressed stronger responses to songs in the bird’s adult repertoire
than to other swamp sparrow songs, as reported for wild spar-
rows (Margoliash and Konishi, 1985; Margoliash, 1986; Mooney
et al., 2001; Prather et al., 2008). To do this, we compared the
auditory responses of each HVC neuron to its strongest adult
song type versus responses of the same cell to all other conspecific
songs, temporarily ignoring the distinction between novel con-
specific songs and those that had served as tutor songs. Consistent
with previous reports, we observed that the population of HVC
neurons was more strongly responsive to the bird’s adult song
types than to this panel of conspecific songs (Fig. 3D).

Individual HVC neurons typically respond more strongly to a
tutor song than to any song in the adult repertoire
Although HVC neurons collectively responded to songs in the
adult repertoire more strongly than the collection of all tutor and
novel songs, notable exceptions to that trend were evident in the
responses of individual neurons to specific tutor songs (Fig. 4).
Among the 20 of 23 cells that significantly increased their firing
rate in response to adult song, 14 cells (70%) responded even
more strongly to a tutor song type (Fig. 4A–C, Table 1). Further-
more, the tutor song type that evoked the maximal response was
not simply similar to any song type in the bird’s adult repertoire.
In fact, the maximally effective tutor song type was a model for
any song type in the adult repertoire in only 6 of 14 cells (43%),
and in only 2 of these 6 cells (2 cells of 14, or 14%) was the tutor
song type also the model for the strongest adult song type of the

neuron. Therefore, a tutor song type from the bird’s past was the
maximally excitatory stimulus in 14 of 20 cells that signifi-
cantly increased their firing in response to an adult song type
(17 of 23 cells overall) (see below), and that tutor song type
was not a model for any song in the bird’s adult repertoire in 9
of 14 cells (64%).

The psychophysical metric d� was used to determine the cases
in which the response of a neuron to a tutor song was significantly
greater than the response of the same cell to its strongest adult
song type [considered significant if d� � �0.7 (Green and Swets,
1966; Mooney et al., 2001) (supplemental Fig. 3, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material)]. The response to
one or more tutor songs significantly exceeded the response to
any song in the bird’s adult repertoire in 9 of 20 cells (five birds)
(Table 1). An example of such a response is shown in Figure 4.
The cell in Figures 4A–C, the same cell shown in Figure 3B,
responded to both song types in the bird’s adult repertoire (Fig.
4A), but the response to a tutor song significantly exceeded the
response to the strongest adult song type for that cell (Fig. 4B,C).
Notably, the robust responses that could be elicited by certain
tutor songs did not reflect a general responsiveness to conspecific
songs, because novel swamp sparrow songs never evoked re-
sponses from any HVC neurons as strong as those evoked by the
strongest adult song type (Fig. 4D). Quantifying the acoustic
parameters of each tutor and novel song stimulus revealed no
systematic differences in the spectrotemporal structure of these
two groups of songs (Fig. 4E). Therefore, these data indicate that
the responsiveness of HVC neurons to individual tutor songs
reflects the effects of experience rather than simple acoustic dif-
ferences between tutor and novel conspecific songs.

Interestingly, although a tutor song evoked the strongest re-
sponse of any stimulus for the cell shown in Figure 4, not all tutor
songs evoked such strong responses. Additional examples of this

Table 1. Auditory responses of adult swamp sparrow HVC neurons to tutor songs

Bird
Cell
index

Tutor song types for

Adult repertoire (common song
types) Rare adult song types Songs sung only in plastic song

Songs never detected in bird’s
vocalizations

Song types
imitated

Song types
presented Responses

Song types
imitated

Song types
presented Responses

Song types
imitated

Song types
presented Responses

Song types
never detected

Song types
presented Responses

Cells with maximum response to an adult repertoire song type
sw602 1 3 3 2 2 13 10 3 2
sw613 2 2 2 1 0 10 8 8 5
sw607 3 3 3 0 0 9 9 9 4
sw607 4 3 3 0 0 9 9 9 3
sw609 5 2 2 2 2 8 8 9 4
sw609 6 2 2 2 2 8 8 9 4

Cells with maximum response to a tutor song type, but not significantly greater than response to strongest adult song type
sw607 7 3 3 1 0 0 9 9 9 4
sw607 8 3 3 1 0 0 9 9 9 3
sw609 9 2 2 1 2 2 8 8 9 4
sw617 10 3 1 5 4 1 5 4 8 5
sw616 11 2 2 1 1 6 6 1 12 7

Cells with maximum response to a tutor song type, significantly greater than response to strongest adult song type
sw602 12 3 3 1 2 2 13 10 3 2
sw609 13 2 2 1 2 2 8 8 9 4
sw617 14 3 3 1 5 4 2 5 4 8 6 2
sw602 15 3 3 2 2 1 13 10 3 2
sw617 16 3 3 5 4 1 5 4 8 6
sw616 17 2 2 1 1 1 6 6 2 12 7 1
sw613 18 2 2 1 0 10 8 1 8 5
sw616 19 2 2 1 1 6 6 1 12 7
sw613 20 2 2 1 0 10 8 2 8 5
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selective responsiveness to only one or a few tutor songs experi-
enced during development are shown in Figure 5. Each cell de-
picted in this figure responded to only one or a small number of
tutor songs more strongly than the strongest adult song type (Fig.
5A–D). Interestingly, this robust responsiveness to certain tutor
songs was detected even in the one cell that did not respond to any
song in the bird’s adult repertoire (Fig. 5D) and in two cells that
significantly decreased their activity in response to adult songs
(supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material). Tutor song responses in individual HVC neu-
rons are further quantified in Table 1, revealing that although

HVC neurons never expressed a significantly stronger response
to a novel song than to the strongest adult song type, HVC cells
commonly responded more strongly to tutor songs than to the
strongest adult song type (N � 1.90 � 0.51 tutor song types per
cell exceeded response to strongest adult song type; mean � SE; 9
cells; 5 birds). Thus, individual HVC neurons that expressed sig-
nificant auditory responses to one or more song types in the
bird’s adult repertoire could also express an even stronger re-
sponse to a tutor song.

Because HVC neurons can be active in association with both
hearing and singing adult song types (Prather et al., 2008), we
asked whether auditory responses were limited to those tutor
songs that had served as models for songs retained in the bird’s
adult repertoire. We found, however, that compared with re-
sponses evoked by the strongest adult song type, some HVC cells
responded significantly more strongly to tutor songs of which
only plastic copies were sung (d� � �0.7; N � 6 songs, 4 cells, 2
birds) (Table 1). Intriguingly, auditory responses that were sig-
nificantly greater than the response to the strongest adult song
type were also evoked in two cells by tutor songs that the bird
either performed copies of too rarely to be detected in our record
of its song development or simply never imitated at all (N � 3
songs, 2 cells, 2 birds) (Table 1). Thus, HVC neurons could re-
spond more strongly to tutor songs than to any song in the adult
repertoire, even when copies of these tutor songs were sung only
transiently or possibly not at all.

Strength of response to tutor song is independent of the
number of times that a copied song was performed
Many previous studies suggest that auditory responses of neu-
rons in HVC and other parts of the song system are activated
primarily by songs in the bird’s adult repertoire (Margoliash,
1986; Doupe and Konishi, 1991; Sutter and Margoliash, 1994;
Lewicki, 1996; Volman, 1996; Doupe, 1997; Solis and Doupe,
2000; Sugiyama and Mooney, 2004; Nick and Konishi, 2005; Roy
and Mooney, 2007). In that light, one prediction is that responses
of swamp sparrow HVC neurons to tutor songs could reflect how
frequently the bird sang its copy of that tutor song. To investigate
this possibility, we first considered the subset of tutor songs that
served as models for song types that the bird performed during
crystallized song. As mentioned above, not all adult song types
were performed in equal measure (supplemental Fig. 4A,B, avail-
able at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Some crys-
tallized songs were performed commonly in the adult state (e.g.,
124 renditions in the plastic state, 2718 renditions in the crystal-
lized state) (supplemental Fig. 4A, top left, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material), whereas other songs
were performed only rarely in the adult crystallized state (e.g., 124
renditions in the plastic state, 1 rendition in the crystallized state)
(supplemental Fig. 4A, bottom left, available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material). As an initial step in testing the
effect of previous performance on the strength of neural repre-
sentation, we compared responses to commonly performed
(adult repertoire) versus rarely performed crystallized song types
(as defined above). If the strength of tutor song responses in HVC
were related to how frequently a copied song has been sung, then
we would expect stronger responses to tutor songs that served as
models for commonly performed adult song types. However, we
found that tutor songs serving as models for commonly performed
adult song types (N � 3 tutor songs, 3 cells, 3 birds) and rarely
performed adult song types (N � 5 tutor songs, 4 cells, 3 birds) were
just as likely to evoke responses exceeding that evoked by the stron-
gest adult song type ( p � 0.39, Mann–Whitney U test). Thus, robust

Figure 5. Although the HVC population response is biased toward stronger responses to
songs in the adult repertoire, notable exceptions are evident in individual cells. The response of
each cell to its strongest adult song type (see text) was used to normalize the responses of that
cell to other stimuli. A–C, Responses to tutor songs exceeded the response to the strongest adult
song type in 14 of 20 cells (6 birds), and the identity of those efficacious tutor songs varied across
cells and birds (different birds shown in A–C; symbols indicate the role of the song in the bird’s
life history as in Fig. 1E; the dotted vertical lines separate responses to tutor and novel songs;
filled symbols, significant response strengths; open symbols, responses that were not signifi-
cant). D, Notably, one HVC neuron expressed no significant response to any song in the adult
repertoire, yet that cell responded significantly to other stimuli and most strongly to a tutor
song (data from same bird as in A). Two additional HVC neurons expressed significant decreases
in their firing in response to adult songs, yet those cells also expressed strong increases in firing
in response to tutor songs (2 birds) (supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material). Together, these panels represent the full range of responses evident in
HVC neurons.
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responsiveness to a tutor song did not ap-
pear to be tightly linked to how frequently
the adult sang its copy of that song.

As a different approach to answering
this question, we asked whether the strength
of tutor song responses recorded in the
adult HVC was related to the total number
of times the bird had sung a copy of that
song in our recorded samples. We consid-
ered the set of tutor songs that the bird imi-
tated at any point in its life and compared
the strength of neural responses to those tu-
tor songs to the number of times the bird
sang a copy of each song. The strength of
neural response to a tutor song was unre-
lated to the number of times that the bird
performed that song in the juvenile plastic
state (Fig. 6A), the adult crystallized state
(Fig. 6B), or in total throughout its lifetime
(Fig. 6C,D). Therefore, responsiveness of an
HVC neuron to a tutor song does not ap-
pear to be influenced by how often the bird
had performed a copy of that song through-
out development.

HVC neurons respond to acoustically
distinct adult and tutor songs
The responses of individual HVC neurons
to multiple song types led us to question
whether a given neuron was responding to
multiple acoustically distinct songs or to
one acoustic sequence that was shared
across multiple song types. To explore this issue, we first consid-
ered the subset of tutor songs that were copied and maintained in
the bird’s adult repertoire. Because a tutor song and the bird’s
copy of that song are typically very similar in their acoustic struc-
tures (Fig. 7A–C), a neuron responsive to shared acoustic features
should respond comparably to the two songs. However, there was
no relationship between the accuracy of a bird’s imitation of a
particular tutor song and the strength of that bird’s neural re-
sponse to the bird’s copy versus the tutor song itself (Fig. 7A–E).
Responses to the tutor song corresponding to the strongest adult
song type varied widely from �93 to 162% of the response to the
strongest adult song type (66 � 15%; mean � SE; N � 14 cells, 6
birds). Moreover, five cells had no response to the tutor song that
served as the model for the strongest adult song type, yet did
respond to other acoustically distinct tutor songs (Fig. 7A–D).
Finally, the spectrographic cross-correlation (Clark et al., 1987;
Nowicki et al., 2002) between the most effective tutor song and
the strongest adult song type (0.37 � 0.04) was often much less
than the correlation between the strongest adult song type and its
corresponding model (0.67 � 0.03; mean � SE; p � 0.0001,
paired t test; N � 20 song types). Thus, the acoustic similarity of
the strongest adult song type and the tutor song on which it was
modeled (Fig. 7C) did not dictate that a neuron would respond
similarly to those two stimuli.

To further investigate a possible influence of acoustic similar-
ity in driving responses to multiple songs in individual neurons,
we used spectrographic cross-correlation to measure the acoustic
similarity among the set of repertoire, tutor, and novel song types
that were presented to each cell. Using the strongest adult song
type of each neuron as the standard for comparison, we com-
puted the spectrographic similarity between a representative syl-

lable of the strongest adult song type and of each song that also
evoked a significant auditory response (effective stimuli). We also
computed the similarity between the strongest adult song type
and the set of songs that did not evoke significant auditory re-
sponses (ineffective stimuli), and we tested whether effective
stimuli were systematically more like the strongest adult song
type of the cell than were ineffective stimuli (Fig. 8A). Across all
HVC neurons that significantly increased their activity in re-
sponse to at least one of the bird’s adult song types, there was no
difference in the spectrographic similarity between the strongest
adult song type and the effective stimuli for that cell (0.36 � 0.02;
mean � SE; average cross-correlation score; N � 20 cells, 6 birds)
and between the strongest adult song type and the ineffective
stimuli for the same cell (0.34 � 0.02) (Fig. 8A). In addition, the
acoustic similarity between the strongest adult song type and
individual ineffective stimuli exceeded the average similarity be-
tween that adult song and individual effective stimuli in 36 � 5%
(mean � SE) of cases. Therefore, the songs that evoked responses
in a given neuron were no more acoustically similar to the stron-
gest adult song type than were the songs that did not evoke re-
sponses. This result indicates that the collection of songs to which
an individual neuron responded were not simply those that
shared some acoustic sequence, suggesting that individual HVC
neurons can represent multiple acoustically distinct song types.

We also considered that many neurons responded more effec-
tively to a certain tutor song than to the strongest adult song type
and that this more effective song might serve as a better standard
for comparison. We therefore repeated the above comparisons in
each cell, except we used as our standard of comparison the most
efficacious stimulus for that cell, regardless of whether it was a
part of the bird’s adult repertoire or was a tutor song (Fig. 8B) (no

Figure 6. The strength of neural representation in HVC is not related to the number of times that the bird performed its copy of
the song. We considered that the strength of neural representation could have been affected by the absolute number of times that
a tutor song was produced at any stage of development. However, there was no relationship between d� values and the number of
times that a song was produced in the plastic state ( p � 0.19) (A), the crystallized state ( p � 0.75) (B), the total lifetime vocal
output ( p � 0.55) (C), or the ratio of the number of times the song was sung in the crystallized state versus the plastic state (D)
( p � 0.89, Pearson’s correlation; negative value indicates stronger response to tutor song; shaded area indicates responses with
d� values between �0.7 and 0.7; data shown for 20 neurons (6 birds) that expressed a significant response to one or more adult
song types).
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novel song was ever the most efficacious stimulus). As in the
previous comparison, there was no significant difference between
that standard of comparison and the set of effective stimuli
(0.33 � 0.02) and between that standard and the set of ineffective
stimuli (0.32 � 0.02) (Fig. 8B). Furthermore, the acoustic simi-
larity between the standard of comparison and individual inef-
fective stimuli exceeded the average similarity between that
standard and individual effective stimuli in 43 � 5% of cases.
These results lend additional support to the idea that the re-
sponses of individual HVC neurons to multiple adult and tutor
song types cannot be explained by acoustic similarity between the
syllables that define each swamp sparrow song.

Finally, we considered that multiple song types could share an
acoustic sequence that spanned only a subset of the notes in their
respective song syllables. Because such a subsyllabic structure
could have been obscured in our spectrographic correlations of
full syllables, we broke each representative syllable into its con-
stituent notes and compared song structures at a per-note reso-
lution (Fig. 8C–F). Computing the similarity of each note in the
syllable of our standard of comparison versus each note in the

syllable of each effective and ineffective
stimulus, we again found that there was
no systematic difference between the stan-
dard and the effective stimuli and between
the standard and the ineffective stimuli
(Fig. 8C–F). Together, these three analyses
of acoustic structure, considering the same
data at both a per-syllable and a per-note
resolution, failed to detect any acoustic
differences that predicted the observed
differences in auditory response. We
failed to detect differences regardless of
whether these comparisons were per-
formed with or without time warping (see
Materials and Methods). Furthermore,
even though the tonality of swamp spar-
row song would tend to make the cross-
correlation method more sensitive to
acoustic differences than for other less
tonal species (e.g., zebra finches), no such
differences emerged. These analyses indi-
cate that the responses of individual HVC
neurons to multiple songs are not ex-
plained by simple acoustic similarity
among the effective stimuli. Thus, it ap-
pears that, in addition to responding to
songs that are part of the bird’s adult vocal
repertoire, individual neurons in the adult
swamp sparrow HVC also can respond se-
lectively to acoustically distinct tutor
songs.

Discussion
By documenting the auditory experience
and vocal development of individual
swamp sparrows, we found that HVC
neurons contain a lasting record of expe-
rience associated with exuberant juvenile
learning. Individual neurons responded
to song types in the adult repertoire and to
certain tutor songs, and tutor songs that
drove responses were not simply those
that were acoustically similar to song
types in the bird’s adult repertoire. Fur-

thermore, the strength of response to tutor songs was unre-
lated to the number of times the bird sang copies of those
songs in juvenile or adult life. Consequently, the same neurons
that respond to song types in the bird’s adult repertoire appear
to retain a lasting record of experience associated with tran-
siently performed juvenile behaviors.

Our finding that some tutor songs can evoke strong responses
in the adult swamp sparrow HVC contrasts with previous studies.
A study in white-crowned sparrows revealed HVC neurons that
were strongly responsive to the bird’s adult song and the tutor
song on which it was modeled, but those cells were rare, and
most neurons responded most strongly to the bird’s adult song
(Margoliash, 1986). By presenting an adult swamp sparrow the
majority of its tutor songs, we found that most HVC neurons
responded more strongly to at least one of those songs than to any
song in the bird’s adult repertoire. This more common represen-
tation of tutor song experience in swamp sparrows may reflect
the fact that our testing used nearly all possible early life experi-
ences, or it may be related to the ability of the adult swamp

Figure 7. Individual HVC neurons can represent multiple acoustically distinct song types. A, B, An individual HVC neuron could
respond robustly to its strongest adult song type (A) but not at all to the tutor song that served as the model for the bird’s
performance of that strongest adult song type (B). C, Although the strongest adult song type for the cell shown in A and B (top) and
the corresponding tutor song (bottom) were similar in their acoustic structure, gross acoustic similarity did not dictate that the
same neuron responded to both songs [5 cells (5 birds) responded to the strongest adult song type but not to the corresponding
tutor song]. D, Notably, the same cell as in A and B also responded to a tutor song that was acoustically distinct from the strongest
adult song type and its corresponding tutor song. E, There was no relationship between the spectrographic cross-correlation
coefficient indicating the accuracy of a bird’s imitation of a particular tutor song and the strength of the response of a neuron to the
bird’s copy versus the tutor song itself ( p � 0.84; Pearson’s correlation; N � 17 cells, 6 birds; filled symbols, significant responses;
open symbols, no significant response). Thus, gross similarity in the acoustic features of two stimuli did not dictate that an
individual neuron would respond similarly to those stimuli, indicating that individual HVC neurons can represent multiple acous-
tically distinct song types.
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sparrow to copy and maintain multiple song types in its reper-
toire. Our results also contrast with previous studies of zebra
finches that have examined the representation of early auditory
and vocal experience in the song system. Although song system
neurons in juvenile finches respond to the tutor song and the
juvenile’s imitation of that song, song system neurons in the adult
respond most strongly to the bird’s crystallized song, suggesting
that the record of early experience is lost or overwritten during
development (Volman, 1996; Doupe and Solis, 1997; Solis and
Doupe, 1997, 1999; Sugiyama and Mooney, 2004; Nick and Kon-
ishi, 2005). In notable contrast to swamp sparrows, zebra finch
song development involves serial revision of the juvenile’s imita-
tion of a single tutor, resulting in a learning trajectory in which
juvenile performances are acoustically similar to the adult song
(Tchernichovski et al., 2001). This developmental trajectory may
obscure any lasting effects of juvenile experience in adult zebra
finches, even in birds learning sequentially from two different
tutors (Sugiyama and Mooney, 2004). In swamp sparrows, the
production of juvenile songs acoustically distinct from those
maintained in the adult repertoire provides a natural means of

disambiguating juvenile and adult experience, revealing a persis-
tent effect of juvenile experience in the adult brain.

Several factors could potentially contribute to the tutor-
evoked responses we observed in HVC, including auditory expe-
rience of the tutor song, and vocal rehearsal, and the associated
sensory feedback. Nonetheless, two observations suggest re-
sponses to tutor songs in the adult may be linked more strongly to
auditory experience of the tutor song than to these other factors.
First, some tutor songs evoked responses from an HVC neuron
that exceeded the response of the cell to song types in the adult
repertoire. Notably, for a given neuron, these effective tutor songs
did not necessarily include the model for the strongest adult song
type, nor were they acoustically similar to that song type. Second,
robust responses to a tutor song were not correlated with the
amount a bird performed its copy of that song in juvenile or adult
life. In a few instances, tutor songs of which copies were sung only
rarely during development, or never in our records, could none-
theless evoke a response from a neuron exceeding its strongest
response to any song in the adult repertoire. Together, these obser-
vations suggest that HVC can encode a lasting effect of auditory
experience of a tutor song or some form of sensorimotor experience
not simply dependent on how much a song was performed.

The response of adult HVC neurons to tutor songs of which
copies were sung only transiently indicates a lasting effect of early
experience on HVC circuitry. One possibility is that, during plastic
song, different HVC neurons develop selectivity for different songs,
with the neuronal population representing the bird’s complete rep-
ertoire. During crystallization, the representation of song types
maintained in the adult repertoire could expand to subsume neu-
rons originally associated with eliminated song types, without totally
erasing this earlier representation. Such an expansion is evident in
the increased cortical representation of intact structures after selec-
tive alteration or removal of somatosensory (Kalaska and Pomeranz,
1979), vibrissal (Waite and Taylor, 1978), or visual inputs (Hubel
and Wiesel, 1965). For example, in cats, surgically closing one eye
during a juvenile sensitive period can result in an expanded cortical
representation of the open eye (Hubel and Wiesel, 1965), and in
mice such experience-dependent changes are associated with in-
creases in the number of dendritic spines on cortical neurons (Hofer
et al., 2009). Although restoration of binocular vision can restore
normal cortical patterns of ocular dominance, many of the spines
formed during monocular deprivation remain, and subsequent oc-
clusion of the same eye results in much faster expression of the same
changes in ocular dominance, suggesting a persistent effect of abnor-
mal visual experience (Hofer et al., 2009). In barn owls, abnormal
visual experience during a juvenile sensitive period triggers adaptive
expansion of synaptic projections encoding auditory space in the
midbrain (Feldman and Knudsen, 1997), and those projections per-
sist even after normal vision is restored (Linkenhoker et al., 2005). In
both of these systems, persistent synapses are thought to facilitate
adaptive plasticity when the abnormal form of early experience is
encountered again after closure of the sensitive period (Knudsen,
1998; Hofer et al., 2009). Our findings provide evidence that multi-
ple types of experience normally encountered during juvenile life can
also persist in the adult brain.

An important goal will be to determine how widely within the
auditory or sensorimotor network these lasting effects of early
experience are encoded. In support of the idea that the selective
representations of certain tutor songs emerge within HVC itself,
intracellular recordings of HVC neurons in anesthetized adult
songbirds, including swamp sparrows (Mooney et al., 2001), re-
veal that even though synaptic drive onto individual HVC neu-
rons can be activated by many songs, local inhibition sharpens

Figure 8. Responses of individual neurons to multiple song types are not explained by acoustic
similarity on the scale of full syllables or individual notes. Spectrographic cross-correlation (Clark et al.,
1987; Nowicki et al., 2002) was used to compare the acoustic structure of a representative syllable of
each adult, tutor and novel song versus either the syllable of the strongest adult song type in each cell
(A), or the syllable of the song type that evoked the strongest response in each cell, regardless of
whether that song was part of the birds’ adult repertoire (B). In each case, there was no difference
betweenthecross-correlationscoresofstimulithatdidevokeasignificantresponse(shadedregionsin
each bar) and the stimuli that did not evoke a significant response (open regions in each bar; A, p �
0.42; B, p � 0.67, Mann–Whitney U test; N � 20 cells, 6 birds). C–F, Because multiple song types
could share an acoustic sequence that spanned only a subset of the song syllable, we also compared
song structures at a per-note resolution. Comparing individual notes (C), two-note sequences (D),
three-note sequences (E), and four-note sequences (F), there was no difference between the cross-
correlation scores of the stimuli that did evoke a significant response (shaded regions in each bar)
versus the stimuli that did not evoke a significant response (open regions in each bar; C, p � 0.28; D,
p � 0.20; E, p � 0.61; F, p � 0.46, Mann–Whitney U test; N � 20 cells, 6 birds). Together, these
analyses of acoustic structure, considering the same data at both a per-syllable and a per-note reso-
lution, reveal that individual HVC neurons can represent multiple acoustically distinct song types.
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the selectivity of some HVC neurons so that they generate action
potentials almost exclusively to the bird’s adult song (Mooney,
2000; Rosen and Mooney, 2006). Alternatively, selective tutor
song representation may originate in areas presynaptic to HVC
(Bolhuis et al., 2000; Coleman and Mooney, 2004; Terpstra et al.,
2004; Bauer et al., 2008). These alternatives could be distin-
guished through a comprehensive analysis of these various sites,
and by reversibly inactivating HVC to assess the selectivity of
extrinsic inputs onto HVC neurons (Rosen and Mooney, 2003,
2006).

The functional implications of auditory responses in HVC to
transiently performed songs and to songs that persist into adult-
hood remain unknown. HVC has been implicated in song per-
ception (Brenowitz, 1991; Gentner et al., 2000; Prather et al.,
2009), raising the possibility that juvenile vocal overproduction
leads to a persistently expanded song representation in HVC,
which in turn enhances adult perception of conspecific songs. In
this light, it is noteworthy that bilingual children who subse-
quently speak only one language as adults nonetheless retain an
enhanced ability to distinguish speech sounds of the abandoned
language (Tees and Werker, 1984). Persistent representation of
juvenile song experience may act similarly to enhance a swamp
sparrow’s ability to recognize different song types, even those not
in its adult repertoire. Just as human recognition of speech is
enhanced through familiarity with those and other similar
sounds (Streeter, 1976; Iverson et al., 2003), some data suggest
songbirds can also more easily discriminate familiar songs (Cynx
and Nottebohm, 1992; Weary and Krebs, 1992). A previous study
of freely behaving swamp sparrows showed that the auditory re-
sponses of some HVC neurons are linked to song perception
(Prather et al., 2009). Perhaps the persistent adult representation
of songs experienced in the bird’s native population provides a
perceptual referent against which songs of other birds can be
compared. Swamp sparrows discriminate their local song dialect
from songs of more distant populations (Balaban, 1988a,b) and
do so in part by categorically perceiving subtle acoustic differ-
ences (Nelson and Marler, 1989; Prather et al., 2009). Swamp
sparrows also discriminate among differing levels of “vocal per-
formance” of song, a measure of how well an individual sings
acoustic features that are physically challenging to produce
(Ballentine et al., 2004; DuBois et al., 2009). These discrimina-
tions come into play in both male territorial aggression and fe-
male mate choice, suggesting an important functional role for a
broader representation of conspecific songs in the songbird
brain. This role could be facilitated by the persistent representa-
tion in HVC of copied tutor songs, even when these copies are not
maintained in the adult repertoire.
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